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Primary Texts:
Music Medicine, The Science & Spirit of Healing
Yourself with Sound, (2012, Sounds True)
Healing Drum Learning Program, (Sounds True, 2016)

Music Medicine Wheel

Recommended Apps
- iTanpura, iTabla
- Relax Melodies: Nature Sounds
- Accu Tune
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1. Music Medicine - Work Sheet
“Music’s Medicine is the sound, play, passion, and pause;
a sonic remedy composed at the core of your being.”

Date
Location
Goal
Instruments
Participants
My Intention - 3 words
Activities/ Program Flow
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2. Art of Facilitation
“Teaching is when they follow you
Facilitation is when you follow them
Magic is when they follow each other”

A. Drum Circle Cues – rumble, stop/start, loud/soft, countdown to stop 4 – 3- 2- 1STOP. “1 – 2 - back to the beat…”, sculpting, - call and response, video
B. Facilitation Tips
1. Face of Encouragement
2. Entrainment Moment & Group Resonance
3. Natural Endings
4. Four Archetypes – Artist, Facilitator, Magician, Architect
5. Mirror the Good
C. Common Problems and Solutions


How to handle tears



Ego & show offs



Distractors and destroyers who sabotage beauty

C. Reading the Group Energy - Ask them! Stay tuned in with the current of group
energy - Label the energy - Unsettled, calm, excited, distracted, focused, etc - Feel, see,
hear, know, don’t know
Three Laws of Energy – Push – Pull- Allow
D. Debriefing – Integration Practice
•

3 Steps to Integration (From Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy)
•

•

What happened? What did you learn? How does that apply to your life?
(Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy)

What was your magic moment?

E. Three Words: How to describe your style, intention, to be an AUTHENTIC facilitator.
Start with 10 adjectives or nouns to describe your facilitation style and get down to 3.
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F. Four Directions of Percussion: Rattle is East - Drum is South – Bones are West – Bells
are North (The Four Fold Way, Angeles Arien)

3. Music Medicine Activities
a. Rhythm for the Body
• Drum Massage
• 4 Elements on drum —earth, water, air, fire
• Rhythmic naming, healing rhythms, affirmations and phrases
b. Melody for the Heart
• Heart Song with flute
• Tone name to person in center
• Power Songs
c. Harmony for the Soul
• Kalimba and Flute, Kalimba Duet, Kalimba Duet 2, Flute Duet,
Drum & Flute, Flute Duet 2
• Bubble of Harmony – toning
• Drum ensemble – passing out parts
d. Silence for the Mind
• Singing Bowls & Bells – sound bath
• Practice Pause: “take a breath” - fits in all elements
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4. Re-Entry & Self Care
Don’t think of it as practicing music; think of it as music as practice

Re-entry Tips: 4-Day Blanket
• Wear ear plugs
• Eat grounding food
• Take a bath with Epsom salts
• Don’t try to explain what happened or tell people about it
• Pay attention to signs, messages, dreams, animals
• Play soft non-verbal music
• Avoid dramatic life changing decisions for a couple weeks for integration.
• Journaling, nature time, music, contemplation and reflection
Re-entry chant: “Good where we’ve been; good where we’re going to”
https://soundcloud.com/ubdrumcircles/good-where-weve-been
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5. Music Medicine Protocols
Therapy/ Wellness Music Medicine Session, Christine Stevens
Substance Abuse and Recovery, Day Treatment Program with Young Adults, ILC, Nashville,
TN, 30 participants, men and women, 1.5 hours program
1. Set the Space
Set up chairs in a circle with a nice mexico woven rug in center. Placed instruments of four
elements in center. Frame drums and body drums placed in center with percussion and shakers.
2. Music Medicine Demo
Christine wrote the four elements and wheel on the white board. Christine demonstrated the four
elements. Asked each person to share which element resonated for them and why.
3. Rhythm 1 - Shakers with Pit Band
Passed out shakers and made a pit band of 3 participants – in Nashville there were lots of highly
talented musicians and easy to choose from. People played the shakers. Most were highly
resistant.
4. Rhythm 2 - Drum Circle
Everyone chose a drum and we did a small drum lesson. Got the beat started and layered in
participation. Christine added flute with stop and start. Good entrainment.
5. Melody - Power Song
Christine shared what is a power song, like a power animal. Participants shared their power
animals. Then asked the group to take a moment to close eyes and reflect on what is their
“power song”? Went around the circle giving each person a chance to share. Often, the group
spontaneously burst into song. One participant wrote the titles of songs on the board, and at the
end, I invited everyone to take a cell phone photo.
6. Harmony – Toning Bubble
Using the 5 mantra sounds of Tibetan Buddhist tradition, I led the group in toning and
harmonizing with the chakra sounds of self-attunement. Wrote the 5 sounds on the board, and
many took cell phone photos at the end of group. Oh – Ah – Ram – Hung – Dza
7. Silence - singing bowl meditation
Closed with a singing bowl and a few moments of silence. Most said they felt uncomfortable
with silence and had a hard time with this. Probably wouldn’t do it this way again. Maybe
better with this population to sprinkle the silence into the other experiences with a pause after
each experience. Even though many of them are in a meditation class.
8. Closing – one word share
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Spa Music Medicine, Shelly Friedman
Below is a summary of what I considered to be a very powerful Music Medicine
experience at Two Bunch Palms.
1. I followed the MM protocol as usual and only had 4 guests.
2. Picked up on one guests that had commented that she was releasing in every class watched closely for signs of release. She was there with a co-worker that insisted she
needed a break from life.
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3. Noticed one guest, Ramon, that was extremely playful during the Melody piece. His
partner was also in the circle and I had a hard time connecting with him at first.
4.The melody piece with "positive/healing intentions" has come to be my favorite and
it was powerful and vibrant with very positive feedback from all 4 guests.
5. I ended with a drum massage using the REMO sound shapes. Ramon went
last. When I asked him what area he would like us to focus on, he responded with "I am
going to be greedy.... I would like for you to focus on my head. I also noticed in the
chakra class (Dani) and when you played the flute to my heart, that there is a lot of
emotion there and I don't know what it is"........
6. A while back I started asking guests to face their partner, if they are in attendance,
during the drum massage. I was on Ramon's left side and when we drummed to his
heart he began to sway backwards. I positioned myself to catch him if needed. He
continued to sway from an upright position to back position until we finished. I saw his
lips quiver a few times, but no sign of an emotional release. As soon as we stopped
drumming, I asked his partner to stand behind him and and let him melt into his
arms. The two women stepped aside as I quickly grabbed my flute from the middle of
the circle. My intention was to play the flute to Ramon's heart until he shed tears. It
didn't take long, and Ramon began to cry. When I stopped playing, Ramon and both
women were crying. I asked for permission to give Ramon a hug. All I remember
hearing from the women is, "that was beautiful". All four guests hugged as if they were
best friends.
7. Wish I could remember al of the one word (several sentence) shares from each
guest, but all I remember is "Lots of love" and the energy of the experience.

Drum Circle Music Medicine
Set up – altar in center with four elements of music instruments on a nice rug or cloth
Sometimes rhythm is first, melody is second. It can vary. The elements are non-specific in their
direction and order. Just important to get all elements into the program. For balance.
One person offers a melody on voice or instrument (taxim)
Melody
One person starts a beat
Rhythm
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Group joins – Improvisational jam. Improv movement. Improv singing.
Harmony
***Listen for a natural ending
Take a breath. Let it settle
Invite silence – play singing bowl or chimes. Invite a small number of individuals to volunteer
to play for the group’s experience.
Silence
Closing – one word share. Invite group to play a piece as an offering to Nature.

Music Medicine 1 Hour Protocol
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Set up:
 Circle of chairs with center focal point.
 Musical instruments displayed that represent the elements. Drum, flute, kalimba,
singing bowl
 Instruments for participants (drums, rhythm instruments) beautifully displayed to
the side of circle.
 Note cards, outlines, or song lyrics posted are OK!
 What are your three authentic facilitator words that best describe you? BE
THEM!
Introductions:
 Facilitator introduces themselves with credentials and experience (you’re in good
hands with me).
 Goals for the session: “we are going to experience the elements of music
(rhythm for the body, melody for the heart, harmony for the soul, and silence for
the mind)”
 Questions to group: “How many of you consider yourself musical? We are all
musical. Our bodies are wired for rhythm.” Only 30% of the worlds musicians
can read music.
 Show musical instruments in the center and how they are representing the
musical elements.
Rhythm: Medicine for the BODY
 Play rhythm for participants (helpful to have ankle bell or ankle rattle to help keep
the pulse. If you have co-facilitator, have them keep the pulse with shaker) Ask
them to hold very still and notice in which part of their body do they feel the
rhythm? We are waking up the body. Now begin to move that part of the body,
making it bigger. Waking up and arriving here today. (This puts participants at
ease and slowly puts the rhythm in their body first).
Melody: Medicine for the HEART
 There is a reason that certain melodies tug at our HEARTSTRINGS. It can be
our voice.
 Play flute (or other melodic instrument, or recording) for participants. Ask them
just to receive in their heart.
Harmony: Medicine for the SOUL
 Play guitar, kalimba, and invite group to harmonize with a simple melodic phrase
– 2 chord progression
 Harmony= two or more sounds played together
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Silence: Medicine for the Mind
Invite group to close eyes, take a deep breath
Play a singing bowl, wind chimes, any other soft metal sacred sounds.
Invite group to follow the decay of the note into silence
Share with a neighbor which element most resonated with you?
PART II: Experience Music Medicine
RHYTHM:
 Invite the participants to get a drum or percussion instrument.
 If appropriate do a short ABC lesson to sounds on the drum (brush, bass, tone,
mute) short echo patterns to become familiar.
 Many ways to begin a jam: Drum rhythm of names, layer in, rumble to a pulse,
“one two… lets all play”
 Once entrainment (or groove) is secure, play around and sculpt the groove to
make it more exciting (start and stop, echo, highlight instrument groups, etc)
“Add more of you to the beat!”
 BRING RHYTHM DOWN TO A SOFT PULSE FOR TRANSITION
MELODY:
 As the participants play a soft groove, bring out flute.
 Ask participants to give healing words or words of intention that they would like
you to add in the flute.
 Play melody over the pulse or groove that participants are playing. Apply the
feelings and intentions to your breath and flow.
 Invite participants to add more of their healing word or intention to their beat.
 Wait for NATURAL ENDING! This could be ending by getting softer, or layering
out, counting down softly “4,3,2,1 stop” We ended by: “Lets send out that healing
intention by speeding up the groove and send that intention out to the universe!”
 “How do you feel?” if small group, invite them to share experience, if large group
share with partner.
SILENCE:
 Have several instruments that represent silence (wind chimes, singing bowls,
finger cymbals) Ask a few participants to walk through the space playing
“SPARSELY”
 Invite participants to close their eyes and take deep breaths.
 With the sound of the singing bowl we can use our breath to find a note or a
sound to tone to…. Ahhhhhhh
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HARMONY:
 Chant or sing using drum groove with intention.
 Pacific Northwest Woman’s Tribe sacred song:
Earth Mother… I honor your body
Earth Mother… I honor your stones
Earth Mother… I honor your body
Earth Mother… I sing to your bones
Ah Way, Ah Way, Ah Way Oh WAH (4 times)


Robert GASS album ON Wings of Song
Ancient Mother, I hear you calling
Ancient Mother, I hear your song
Ancient Mother, I hear your laughter
Ancient Mother, I taste your tears



Element Chant
Earth my Body, Water my Blood
Air my Breath, and Fire my Spirit



Come to a NATURAL ENDING…. Silence… deep breaths

CLOSING:
 Invite participants to share one word, or gesture that represents their experience
in the music medicine circle today.
 Thank participants for coming.
 Marketing. How many of you know someone or a group who could benefit from
this sort of experience? How many of you would like more of this in your lives?
Get contact information, emails, etc. to add to your data bank. Sell books, drums,
instruments…
 Possible Evaluations (to be written or emailed) and how to find and contact you.
 Reminders of self-care and re-entry. Take some time to ground yourself before
driving.
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